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A newly married couple creates
a personal and versatile first home –
		
all in 601 square feet
story by AMY MAIR photography by TRACEY AYTON
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H

omeowner Wing
Lau dashes around
her immaculate,
one-bedroom condo
grabbing a jug of water

from an otherwise barren fridge
and nods toward the bedroom door,
behind which things are apparently
not so perfect.
“We just got back from a weekend
in New York City and are still
unpacking,” says Wing with a smile.
Wing, 28, and her husband, Kevin
Teo, 31, bought their downtown
Vancouver property overlooking BC
Place stadium just last year and were
in a similar rush to furnish it. Wing
had recently moved from Chicago
to join her new husband. They were
living in the basement of his parents’
home in Coquitlam while Kevin was
working in downtown Vancouver.
“We were so desperate to have our
own space,” says Wing. “We had lived
apart and then with his parents. We
were newlyweds. It was important
to create something that was all our
own.”
The busy professional couple –
both are accountants – hired interior
designers Jennifer Scott and Megan
Baker of A Good Chick to Know to

GRAND ILLUSION
(Above) Investment pieces
like this full-sized, grey
velvet tufted sofa
(informinteriors.com)
anchors the room and
creates a perception of
spaciousness.
DOUBLE DUTY (Above)
A marble-topped coffee
table (cb2.com) serves as
an impromptu dining table
on busy weeknights.

SQUARE ONE

find normal-sized furniture that they

The bigger obstacle was the fact that

could take with them.”

the couple had nothing at the start

Megan adds that larger pieces

of the project but a mattress and a

actually create the illusion of space

few books.

if arranged correctly. In the couple’s

“They were newlyweds and just

bedroom, a queen-sized upholstered

starting out,” says Jennifer. “The

bed frame is the focal point. There is

challenge was how to create a first

no dresser and only one side table,

home with personality when they

but the bed alone is able to carry the

literally owned nothing.”

room.

Armed with a mere $13,000

help transform their 601-square-foot

budget, the designers worked with

PATTERN MIXING

condo into a personalized space

the couple to source a quality sofa

The designers applied texture in the

that does double duty. Many areas

and bed that would anchor the space.

form of four different wallpapers to

of their diminutive home serve

“The biggest mistake people make

give the space depth. A large, graphic

multiple functions. A former closet

when dealing with small spaces

wallpaper in red, black and white

was converted into a mini office and

is loading a tiny place with tiny

was used for the office nook while a

feature wall while a flex room is a

things,” says Megan. “This will not

muted white-on-white pattern was

walk-in closet and foyer all in one.

be their last home. They needed to

placed on the surrounding wall.
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IN BLACK AND
WHITE (Above, right)
Wing’s preference for a
monochromatic colour
palette was a jumpingoff point for the design
team. “It gave us a clean
backdrop on which to
add texture and colourful
details,” says Megan.
BUILDER’S SPECIAL
(Left) The attractive kitchen
was a selling point for
the couple. They made
it their own by adding
sparkly hardware and
mismatched seating
(thefoundandthefreed.com).
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THE DESIGNERS FROM A GOOD CHICK TO KNOW REVEAL
THEIR TOP TIPS FOR DECORATING A SMALL SPACE
In the bathroom, wallpaper featuring a
Parisian street scene forms a second feature
wall and another white-on-white pattern

1

embossed with random words like “dragon,”
“camouflage” and “flash” covers the ceiling.

ADD WALLPAPER
Create a feature wall
with large-scale graphic
wallpaper. Again, a small
space benefits from a bigger
print. You can mix different
wallpapers by varying the
size and pattern. White-onwhite wallpaper creates
depth and texture without
overpowering a space.

“It can seem crazy to include so much
pattern, but go into any hotel room and you

2

Wallpaper by Marimekko. $149
per roll; marimekkovancouver.com

3

4

THINK MULTI-PURPOSE
In a small space, every inch counts.
In the case of Wing and Kevin’s
condo, a feature wall is also an
office nook. A coffee table is a
makeshift dining table and a flex
room is both a walk-in closet and a
place for depositing keys and mail.

GO BIG
It is a misnomer that you should fill a small space with
apartment-sized furniture only. Look for a few substantial
investment pieces that carry the room. Larger furniture
will transition nicely to your next place, should you move.

5

will find all kinds of patterns and tiles,” says

Calverly

Megan. “It makes the room feel expensive.”
Guided by Wing’s love of black and white,
the designers chose tone-on-tone colours for
the main room feature wall and bathroom

SPLURGE ON
LIGHTING

ceiling. They kept things unified by varying

When many people
start out, they go with
standard lighting left by
the developer. Megan
and Jennifer encourage
selecting oneof-a-kind luminaries that
add interest. This is a great
place to go vintage.

colour to just one wall.

Geo Metal Cage Shade (wood
cord set sold separately). $21;
westelm.com

the scale and pattern and relegating bold

INDUSTRIAL EDGE
Custom weathered metal and wood shelving
in the bathroom and vintage lighting
used throughout injects the space with an
on-trend industrial edge. Kevin jokes that his
parents remain a bit confused by their choice
of lighting.
“My parents are both architects,” says

ADD SHELVING
Buy shelving units on caster
wheels or custom design your
own. You will have portable
furniture to take to your next
abode. Added bonus – wood
and metal shelving can add
a trendy industrial element
and serve as a foil to your
pretty wallpaper. For custom
shelving, Jennifer and Megan
recommend Union Wood
Company (unionwoodco.com).
Go-cart carbon shelving. From $149.;
cb2.com

Kevin, in reference to an old metal light
pulled from a movie set. “They came in our
house and asked why we would put an old
rusted light in our living room.”
The designers add that buying vintage in
any form can be an inexpensive and quick
way to give a place a lived-in feel.
A standout for Wing is the mini home
office that was created by detaching the door
off a standard hall closet and adding a small
desk and floating shelves. Dramatic and
colourful wallpaper was then applied – even
over the electrical cover – to make it a central
design element in the room. Accessories like
a vintage restaurant wheel used to hold mail

Bensen Morgan sofa. From $3,811; informinteriors.com

and party invitations give the space a sense
of whimsy.
“We are very happy with our decision
to have a small space,” says Wing. “We
could have found something bigger, but
we wouldn’t have been able to give it this
personality.” n
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